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Imagine mathematics, imagine with the help of mathematics, imagine new worlds, 
new geometries, new forms.  
 e volumes in the series “Imagine Math” are intended 
to contribute to grasping how much that is interesting and new is happening in the 
relationships between mathematics, imagination and culture. With a look at the past, 
at fi gures and events, that help to understand the phenomena of today.
It is no coincidence that this volume contains an homage to the great Italian artist of 
the s, Andrea Pozzo, and his perspective views. 
 eatre, art and architecture are 
the topics of choice, along with music, literature and cinema. No less important are 
applications of mathematics to medicine and economics.

 e treatment is rigorous but captivating, detailed but full of evocations, an all-embracing 
look at the world of mathematics and culture

Michele Emmer is professor of mathematics at La Sapienza University in Rome. He has 
made eighteen fi lms in the series “Arte e matematica”, including a fi lm on Escher. He 
is the editor of the book series “Mathematics and Culture” (Springer) and “
 e Visual 
Mind” (MIT Press). His latest books are: Bolle di sapone tra arte e matematica (Bollati 
Boringhieri, ), winner of the  Viareggio Prize; Flatlandia by E. Abbott, ac-
companied a fi lm on DVD by the same name with music by Ennio Morricone (Bollati 
Boringhieri, ); Visibili armonie. Arte cinema teatro e matematica (Bollati Bor-
inghieri, ); � e Visual Mind  (MIT Press, ); M. C. Escher’s Legacy (Springer, 
), Mathematics and Culture VI (Springer, ); Numeri immaginari. Cinema 
e matematica (Bollati Boringhieri, ); Matematica e cultura  (Springer, ).
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